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Abstract 
Let G be a group. In their study of G-graded rings R, Ngstlsescu et al. (1990) introduced the 
algebra R #A and the module category (G, A, R)-gr, for a finite G-set A. These extend older 
concepts where A = G. 
This paper shows how the context of N&tHsescu et al. (1990) is generalized most naturally to 
comodule algebras for a bialgebra. Also some of their results are derived as special cases of the 
more general theory. The considered subjects include crossed products. 
The naturality of the generalization underlines the known fact that many interesting ques- 
tions on group-graded rings are, in fact, Hopf algebra theoretic. 
0. Introduction 
The concept of a group-graded ring or algebra has a well-known, natural generaliz- 
ation [4,4.8; 11, p. 1431. Given a group G and a commutative ring k, a k-algebra R is 
G-graded if and only if it is a (right) H-comodule algebra, where H = kG is the group 
algebra, viewed as a Hopf algebra; the generalization is obtained by letting H be 
a general bialgebra. 
Recently NBstSsescu et al. [12] extended the representation theory of a G-graded 
algebra (or ring) R in a promising way. Instead of G-graded R-modules, they studied 
a category (G, A, R)-gr whose objects are left R-modules, graded by the G-set A (a set 
with an associative and unital left G-action), such that the R-actions and gradings are 
compatible in the natural way. 
It appears now that the notion of such modules, too, has an obvious formulation in 
the language of bialgebras, and thus an obvious generalization. Let C = kA be the 
group-like coalgebra on A, and note that C is a left kG-module coalgebra. Then M is 
an object in (G,A, R)-gr if and only if it is both a left R-module and a (right) 
C-comodule and the two structures are compatible in a certain way. 
The purpose of this paper is to formulate the more general setting suggested by 
these observations, and to demonstrate, once again, how natural an environment 
bialgebras offer for many problems on group-graded rings. 
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Specifically, among other things, we are going to generalize the category (G, A, R)- 
gr, the algebra R #A, and some of the results that appeared in [12]. These results are: 
one category isomorphism [12,2.13] (see Proposition 3.1 below) and three decompo- 
sitions of various algebras as matrix algebras, namely [ 12,2.14,2.18,2.20] (Corollaries 
4.5,5.5, and 6.6). Along the way we show in several examples how the special case of 
group-graded algebras is obtained from the general theory. 
In particular, it is interesting to note that the two isomorphisms [12,2.18,2.20] (see 
(5.1) and (6.1)) are rather dissimilar when expressed for group-graded rings; in the 
more general setting of Hopf algebras, however, they appear to be similar enough to 
admit a common formulation (6.2). But it remains unclear, how generally (6.2) is 
actually true; see Section 6. 
After the preliminary Section 1, we give the basic definitions in Sections 2 and 3. 
Section 4 introduces a certain object with interesting automorphism algebras. In 
Sections 5 and 6 we study crossed products and smash products. 
1. Preliminaries 
We fix a commutative ring k with identity 1; it will be the ground ring for all 
algebras, coalgebras, and so on. Notations like 0 and Horn will always mean Ok and 
Horn,. 
The coalgebras, bialgebras, etc., considered in this paper, are defined formally as in 
[13], except hat k need not be a field. We use the standard notations [13]. Thus, for 
example, if C is a coalgebra, its structure maps are denoted by A : C + C OkC and 
E : C + k, and we write A(c) = Cccl) Q q2,; if V is a right C-comodule, then pV usually is 
the structure map V + V Ok C, and p,,(u) = C u(O) 0 uo); the antipode of a Hopf algebra 
is denoted by S. For an anti-Hopf algebra (see [S, p. 8071) the pode is denoted by g 
We denote by AoP the opposite algebra of an algebra A, and by Ccop the opposite 
coalgebra and by C* the dual algebra of a coalgebra C. If H is a Hopf algebra then Hop 
and Hcop are anti-Hopf algebras. 
Given a bialgebra H, an algebra B is called a right H-comodule algebra if it is 
equipped with a right comodule structure map pB : B + B 0 H that is also an algebra 
map. Dually, a coalgebra C is a left H-module algebra if it is a left H-module and the 
action H 0 C -+ C is a coalgebra map; right H-module coalgebras are defined sim- 
ilarly. 
A k-submodule K of a coalgebra C is called a left (resp. right) coideal if A (K) lies in 
the image of C Ok K (resp. K Ok C) in C Ok C. 
2. Variations on the smash product 
In this section we define the variations of the smash product referred to in the title. 
For brevity we make first the following: 
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Definition 2.1. Let H be a bialgebra and (B, pB) a right H-comodule algebra. We call 
a quintuple (H,B, C,p,, *c) smash data if, in addition, (C, *c) is a left H-module 
coalgebra, and we call (H, B, D,p B, *D) opposite smash data if (D, *J is a right 
H-module coalgebra. 
Usually we write simply (BH, &) for smash data and (BH, DH) for opposite smash 
data; it is assumed then that the comodule structure map of B is denoted by PB, with 
PB(@ = 2 h3, @ b(,, as usual, and that the actions of H on C and D are written as 
juxtaposition. 
Definition 2.2. Let (BH,&) be smash data. A (generalized) smash product of I3 by 
C (with respect o the smash data), denoted by # (H; C, B) or briefly by # (C, B), is the 
associative k-algebra whose underlying k-module is Hom(C, B) and the multiplication 
is defined by 
(2.1) 
Similarly, given opposite smash data (BH, DH), the opposite (generalized) smash product 
ofB by D, denoted # OP(H; D, B) = # Op(D, B), is the associative algebra on Hom(D, B) 
with the multiplication 
(f-g)(d) = Cf(d,,,),,,g(d,,, f(d,,,),,,). (2.2) 
It is easy to check that the multiplications are indeed associative and that the maps 
x t--+&(x)1 serve as identity elements. 
We shall omit the word “generalized” in the sequel and talk simply about (opposite) 
smash products. 
These definitions are quite natural, so it is no wonder that there are precedents, as 
the following example shows. 
Example 2.3. Let H be a bialgebra and BH a right H-comodule algebra. We have 
smash data (P,JJ) and opposite smash data (BH,HH). The resulting algebras 
# (H, B) and #‘*(H, B) were introduced in [6, p. 1166; 9, (4)] for k a field. 
In particular, if H is finitely generated projective over k, then # (H, B) g B # H*, the 
usual smash product [6,13]. 
If the coalgebra C above is finitely generated projective over k, then 
# (C, B) z B # C* is the generalized # -product in [16, p. 4711. 
Example 2.4. Let (BH ,&) be smash data. The opposite algebra Bop is a right 
Hop-comodule algebra with the same structure map pB, and C is a right Hop-module 
coalgebra in the natural way. Hence ((B”p)H”, C,,) is opposite smash data. We have 
# (H; c, B) = (#O”(HOP; c, P))oP, (2.3) 
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i.e., both sides determine the same algebra structure on the k-module Hom(C, B); this 
generalizes [9, (5)]. 
Thus any statement containing constructions # or # Op has an “opposite” counter- 
part, obtained by interchanging # and #Op and by replacing the algebras with their 
opposite algebras. 
Example 2.5. Let (BH, &) be smash data with H a Hopf algebra. Since Ccop is a right 
H-module coalgebra when we define the right H-action by c-h = S(h)c for 
c E c = ccOp, h E H, we have opposite smash data (BH, (Ccoph& and hence the algebra 
# OP(H; ccOp, B). 
On the other hand, (BH, &‘sz)) is smash data where C(“) is C with the left H-action 
given by he c = S’(h)c; so we have another smash product # (H; C@“), B). 
These two algebras are often isomorphic, see Proposition 2.6. 
Consider smash data (BH,& ). There are algebra maps ~1: B -+ # (C, B) and 
y : C* --f # (C, B), defined by a(b)(c) = (.s,c)b and Y(c*)(c) = (c*, c) lB. The images 
U(B) and y(C*) are, of course, subalgebras. Consider their product a(B)y(C*) = 
{Cia(bi)Y(c’)) bi E B, C* EC*}. Its typical element a(b)y(c*) sends c E C to (c*,c)b E B. 
It is easy to check the commutation rule 
Y(c*)@) = C@%o,)Y(c* .b,1,)> (2.4) 
where the right action of H on C* is defined by (c* + h, c) = (c*, hc). Hence a(B)y(C*) 
is a subalgebra of # (C, B). 
If, in particular, C is finitely generated projective over k, then # (C, B) g B # C* is 
the generalized #-product [16]. This isomorphism sends a(b)Y(c*) to b#c* and 
identifies the subalgebras u(B) and y(C*) with B # E and 1# C*, respectively. 
Similarly, if (BH, DH) is opposite smash data, then we have the obvious algebra maps 
a’ : B + #Op(D, B) and y’ : (D*)., --f #Op(D, B), and the commutation rule becomes 
a’(b)Y’(d*) = 1 Y’(b,,, . d*)a’(bd. (2.5) 
Proposition 2.6. Let (BH , &) be smash data with H a Hopf algebra. Zf C is finitely 
generated projective over k, then the algebras dejined in Example 2.5 are isomorphic: 
#(C”“, B) F #Op(CcOp, B). 
Proof. We view B @ C* E #(C@‘), B) and C* 0 B z # Op(CcOp, B) as algebras via the 
natural k-isomorphisms. Define q : B 0 C* -, C* @ B by r/(b 8 c*) = Cc* -S(b,,,) 
@ bco,. It is bijective, the inverse sending c* 0 b to 1 b(o) 0 c* * S2(b&. It is straight- 
forward to check that q is an algebra map. Cl 
Now we show how the general context of [12], the motivation of this paper, comes 
into the picture. 
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Example 2.7. Let G be a group and R = @ oEG R, a G-graded ring. Let A be a G-set 
[12], i.e., a non-empty set with an associative and unital left G-action G x A -+ A. Let 
k = 22. lR and regard R as a k-algebra. Then the group algebra kG is a Hopf algebra 
and R is a right kG-comodule algebra, the structure map PR sending I E R, to 
r @ 0 E R Q kG. Furthermore, let C = kA, the group-like coalgebra on A, i.e, the 
coalgebra with A as a k-basis and A(a) = a @I a for each a E A. The G-action on 
A defines kG @ C + C, making C into a left kG-module coalgebra. So (RkG,&) is 
smash data, and we can form the smash product algebra #(C, R). 





where the maps into R @ C* are the natural Y t+r @ E and c* H 10 c*, and the 
diagonal map sends r @ c* to a(Q(c*). 
Now k z k. 1R C_ R and both C and C* are free of finite rank over k; these facts 
imply that the maps in the diagram are all injective and that the diagonal map is 
bijective. Viewing CI and y as inclusions, we can write #(C, R) = RC*. 
Let {p,J )c E A} be the basis of C * dual to the basis (x 1 x E A} of C, i.e., 
<PX,Y> = &,,. The elements pX are orthogonal idempotents. Now RC* z R @ C* is 
a free left R-module with basis (pX 1 x E A}. From the commutation rule (2.4) we get for 
all a, E R,, b, E R,, and x, y E A, 
(u,px)(b,p,) = u,(pdz)p, = uabr(px . z)P,. 
Here px. z EC* satisfies (pX. r,z) = (px,zz) = 6,,,, = 6,-I,,, for z E A, i.e., px. z = 
p7-lx. Since further prm~xpy = &+py = &_,,p,,, we have 
(a,P3(b,p,) = &,r,@br)Py. 
This shows that RC* = #(C, R) is precisely (isomorphic to) the algebra R # A defined 
in [12,p. 6121. 
We see also that R # A is isomorphic to the algebras R # C* [16] and # Op(CcOp, R) 
(Proposition 2.6), as well. 
Example 2.8. Let again G be a group, R = @ ,,EG R, a G-graded ring, and k = Z* 1R. 
Consider the algebra #op((kG)cop, R) in Example 2.5 with C = kG. Of course, 
(kGyP = kG as a coalgebra, but we write here (kGyp to stress the fact that the action 
by H = kG is transposed via S. 
This algebra already appeared in [l, p. 1271 in the disguise of the matrix algebra 
R VG: For any fo Hom,(kG, R) and x E G, write f(x) = &sofX,y where fX,y E RXy-l. 
Then the map sending f to the G x G-matrix (f,,,) is an algebra isomorphism 
# Op((kG)cop, R) z R VG. 
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The map CI’ corresponds to I t+r” in Cl]. For the interesting subalgebra 
R”# G c R VG Cl, p. 1281, the isomorphism gives an embedding R”# G--r 
y’((kG)*)a’(R), but this is not surjective unless G is finite. 
3. Categories 
In this section we define relevant module and comodule categories, and we prove 
a result about their interrelations. The ideas here and in the previous section are by 
no means all new, but, to the author’s knowledge, they have not been formulated in 
such generality before. See [14,15] for the prototypes of the categories &Vc and 
Mg below. 
When B is an algebra and C a coalgebra over the ring k, the categories of left 
B-modules, right B-modules, left C-comodules, and right C-comodules are denoted by 
BM, MB, “M, and MC, respectively. 
We use the notation HomB_ (respectively, HommB, HomCm, HomVC) for morphisms 
in BM (respectively, MB, “M, MC). Notations like Horni!, Horn:;, etc., have the 
obvious meanings. 
Let (BE,,&) be smash data. We denote by BMC the category whose objects are 
simultaneously left B-modules and right C-comodules and satisfy the compatibility 
condition 
and whose morphisms M + N are the k-linear maps that commute with the actions 
and coactions, i.e., the elements of Hom$(M, N). 
We obtain a functor 9:&V’ + #(c,BJM, as follows. For M eBw, 9(M) has the 
same underlying k-module as M and the action is defined by 
f. m = Cf(moJm(0) for f~ #(C,B), m EM. (3.2) 
Morphisms 9 preserves as the same mappings. Almost the same functor and a part of 
the following proposition appeared in [7, 1.31; see also [6, 4.31. 
On the other hand, the algebra maps ~1: B + #(C, B) and y : C* + #(C, B) give rise 
to restriction functors of modules. We have the following commutative diagram of 
functors: 
(3.3) 
where the other two functors are the obvious ones. Recall that right C-comodules are 
left C*-modules in a natural way [13]. 
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Analogously, for opposite smash data (BH, DH) we define the category i@, and we 
get the functor Mi +MipOpcD,B); instead of (3.1) we now have for M EM:, 
m+g = ~m~o&qlJ for gE #Op(D,B), msM. (3.4) 
Actually, in the light of Example 2.4, this case can be interpreted just as another 
instance of the above situation. 
Proposition 3.1. Let (BH,&) be smash data. If C is projective over k, then 4 is a 
full embedding. If C is jinitely generated projective over k, then % is a category 
isomorphism. 
Proof. We give a part of the proof, though such arguments hould be quite standard. 
For projective C there exist {si EC 1 i ~1) and {s) EC* 1 i EZ} such that 
c = Cisl (sr, C)si for each c E C [2, p. 2031. This implies that if 5 EM Ok C satisfies 
(1 0 c*)(t) = 0 for all c* E C*, then 5 = 0. 
Let M, N be objects in sJ@ and cp :%(M) + %(N) a morphism in #(c,s)M. To show 
that % is full, we must show that cp is a morphism in sMc. By (3.3) cp commutes with 
the actions of B and C*, the latter fact meaning that for each c* E C* and m EM we 
have (10 c*)p,cp(m) = ~(10 c*)pM(m) = (10 c*)(cp 0 l)pM(m). Hence pN(p = 
(cp 0 l)p,, so that cp is a morphism in &‘. 
Plainly % is faithful, that is, injective on mappings. Suppose that M, N are objects 
in sMC with %(M) = %(N). Then M = N as k-modules. Since the #(C, B)-actions on 
M = N coincide, then so do the actions by B and C*, and the latter implies that 
(1 0 c*)pM = (1 @ c*)pN for all c* E C*, i.e., pM = PN. Hence M = N in BMC, and % is 
one-to-one on objects. So % is a full embedding. 
Finally, when C is finitely generated projective, the set I can be assumed to be finite. 
Let ME #(c,B+W. The natural map M @ C -+ Hom(C*, M) is bijective, the inverse 
sending feHom(C*, M) to cif(s*) @ si. Hence 
Hom(C* 0 M, M) r Hom(M, Hom(C*, M)) cz Hom(M, M 0 C). 
So, the action C* 0 M -+ M (see (3.3)) determines a unique p: M + M 0 C with 
C* -rn = (10 c*)p(m) for all c*,m. We leave it to the reader to check that M becomes 
an object in &14C and that its image under % is the original M; use the same 
techniques and apply (2.4) and the fact that now #(C, B) = a(B)y(C*). Then it follows 
that % is a category isomorphism. q 
Example 3.2. Let us consider again the case (BH, &) = (I?“, kGkA) of Example 2.7.‘As 
we suggested in the introduction, and as the reader can easily verify, the category 
(G, A, R)-gr of [ 121 can be identified with BMC. Theorem 2.13 in [12] states that if A is 
finite then the categories (G,A,R)-gr and R#aM are isomorphic. This result is now 
contained in Proposition 3.1. 
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4. An object with two actions and two coactions 
In this section we assume that (B H,HC) is smash data with H a Hopf algebra. We 
view (BH,(Ccop),) as opposite smash data as in Example 2.5. 
We proceed to give the k-module B 0 C structures that make it into an object in 
BMC and in My, such that the resulting actions of #(C, B) and #op(Ccop,B) make it 
into a (#(C,B), #op(CcOp, B))-bimodule (see (3.2) and (3.4)). 
We shall denote this object by B and view it in any of the above categories 
whenever convenient. 
First, 9 = B 0 C is in &P with the action and coaction defined by 
b’.(b@c) =Cb;,,bOb;,,c for b,b’EB, CEC, 
p(b Q c) = C b @ ccl) 0 qzj for b E B, c E C. 
By Section 3, 9 can be viewed in #tC,BJM, and the action is explicitly 
(4.1) 
f4bQ4 = ~f(c~2))(0)bQf(~~2))(1)~~1) for f~ WA, b ~8 cc (4.2) 
Furthermore, 9 is in s as follows: 
(bQc)-b’= bb’@c for b,b’EB, CEC, 
(4.3) 
p’(b 0 c) = C bco, 0 C(Z) 0 S(b&q1) for b EB, c EC. 
(Here, as in the sequel, we write everything in terms of the coalgebra C rather than 
CcOP; using the latter, the definition of p’ would read: p’(b 0 d) = Cbfoj 0 d(l) 
@ dtzjbflj for b E B, d E Ccop.) Hence 9 is in MfapfC=ap,Bj with the action 
(b 0 c)-g = ~b,O~g(S(b~lJc~l~) 0 q2) for g E #op(CcOp,B), b EB, c EC. (4.4) 
It is straightforward to check that the left action by any f~ #(C, B) is a morphism 
in Mr (or that the right action by any g E #“p(CcOp, B) is a morphism in BMC). It 
follows that 9’ is a (#(C, B), # Op(CcOp, B))-bimodule. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (BH, &) be smash data with H a Hopf algebra and let 9 be as 
above. The algebra maps #(C, B) + EndIT (9) and # Op(CcOp, B) -+ Endic(P)oP, given 
by the module actions, are isomorphisms. 
Proof. Let 0: #(C, B) + EndIT be the map induced by the left action. We show 
that it has an inverse x defined by x($)(c) = (10 s)$(l 0 c). For fe #(C, B) and c E C, 
(X@(f))(c) = (1 @ s)(&f)(l @ c)) = (1 @ a)(f* (1 @ c)) =f(c), 
see (4.2). So ~8 = 1. Let now I,$ E EndIgwP(9), i.e., + is right B-linear and Ccop-colinear 
with respect o (4.3). Since <(la E @ 1)~’ is identity on 9 where 5 : B @ C -+ B @ C is 
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given by ((b @ c) = C bco, @ bo, c, the CcoP-colinearity of $ implies 
$ = ((1 0 s 0 l)p’$ = C(l 0 a 0 l)($ 0 1)P’ = <((l 0 s)IC/ 0 1)P’. 
Since $ is also B-linear, we get 
$(b@c) = $(l @c)*b 
= (((1 0 E)$ 0 l)p’(l 0 4-b 
= C a(1 o +,w 0 q2J 0 cd. b 
= QMc4)(b 0 4 
Hence 0~ = 1. 
Verification of the other isomorphism is equally easy and is left to the reader; 
the inverse map x’ : Endic(9’)“P + # Op(CcOp, B) is given by x’($)(c) = (1 0 s)$(l 0 c), 
and in the calculation one can use the fact that (1 0 E 0 1)~ is identity on 8. 0 
When C is projective, we can express the proposition in the following, nicer form 
(though we shall not need it in this paper). Recall that, given two rings X and Y, an 
(X, Y)-bimodule 2 isfaithfully balanced if the maps X -+ End_,(Z) and Y + End*_(Z) 
are isomorphisms [2, p. 601. By Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 we have: 
Corollary 4.2. If, in Proposition 4.1, C is projective over k, then the (#(C,B), 
# “P(Ccop, B))-bimodule 9 is faithfully balanced. 
The object 9’ will be needed in Section 6, but as a direct application we derive two 
corollaries that are related to [12, 2.141, see Examples 4.4 and 4.6. 
In the corollaries we use the following notation. Let Vi, V,, . . . , V,, be k-modules, and 
suppose that we are given k-submodules Tij E Hom(l/j, Vi) (note the transposition) 
such that Ti, 0 Tlj G Tij (i,j, r = 1, . . . , n). By (7’ij)i,j= r, ,,, n we mean the algebra of 
n x n-matrices (f;j), with Aj E Tij> where the multiplication is defined by 
(.hj)(Sij) = (C* fir ’ Srj). 
Corollary 4.3. Let (BH,&) be smash data with H a Hopf algebra. Assume that 
C = @:=I Ci is a decomposition of C as a finite direct sum of left coideals. Then 
#(C, B) can be decomposed as the matrix algebra 
#(C,B) E (Tij)i,j= I, . . ..n. 
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where Tij = Hom?;(B Q Cj, B @ Ci), each B @ Ci being regarded in MB and in ‘M with 
respect to the following structures: 
(bQc)-b’= bb’Qc for b, ~‘EB, CEC, 
(4.5) 
,o(b 0 c) = c S(b&(l, 0 b(o) 0 C(Z) for b E B, c E C. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, #(C, B) g EndIT as algebras. When we interpret the 
right CcOP -coaction in (4.3) as a left C-coaction, we get on 9 = B 0 C just the 
structures (4.5). Hence #(C, B) z Endci (9). 
The decomposition B = B @ C = @y= 1 B @ Ci is a direct sum both in MB and in 
‘M with respect o (4.5). We have 
#(C,B)rHom$i &B@Ci>bB@Ci s 6 TijE(Tij)i,j=l,.,.,n 
i=l i=l > i,j=l 
as k-modules, and clearly this gives an algebra isomorphism. j-J 
Example 4.4. Let (BH, &) = (RkG ,&A) be as in Example 2.7, and let A be finite, 
A = {x,, . ..) x,}. We apply Corollary 4.3 to the decomposition C = @y= 1 /hi. Each 
B 0 Ci = R 0 kxi in Corollary 4.3 can be identified with R as a k-module. We denote 
by R’(Xi) the resulting object with underlying k-module R and structures given by (4.5). 
Let x be any xi. Then R’(x) = R as a right R-module, and the C-comodule structure is 
as follows: if r E R and pR(r) = Cj rj 0 gj with gj E G, then PR&) = Cj g,r lx 8 rj. 
Interpreting the comodule structure in terms of a grading, R’(x) = ByGA R’(x),, is an 
A-graded right R-module with R’(x), = @{R, ( CJ E G, o-lx = y (or x = my)}. 
We see now that R’(x) is related to, but not the same as the x-suspension R(x) 
[12, p. 6111; in fact, R(x) = @,,_, R(x), where R(x)~ = R’(y),. 
The space Hom?i(R’(x), R’(z)), for x, z E A, consists of graded, right R-linear maps. 
It is identified with R’(z), by letting each r E R’(z), correspond to left multiplication 
by r. From Corollary 4.3 we now get 
#(C,B) = #(kA,R) g (R’(xJ.q)i,j=i, .. ..n. 
where the right-hand side is an algebra in the obvious way; note that 
R’(x),R’(y), E R’(x),. This isomorphism is analogous to [12, 2.141. 
The corollary, when applied to the smash data (BH, &?“‘), gives also a decomposi- 
tion of #Op(CcOp, B), see Proposition 2.6. A slight modification of the argument, 
however, yields a different result that enables us to deduce easily the isomorphism 
[12, 2.141. 
Corollary 4.5. Let (BH,H C) be smash data with H a Hopf algebra. Assume that 
C = @y= 1 Ci is a decomposition of C as a jinite direct sum of right coideals. Then 
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#Op(Ccop, B)“P (see Example 2.5) can be decomposed as the matrix algebra 
#oP(CCoP,B)“P s (Tij)i,j=l,,,,,,, 
where Tij = Homic(B @ Cj, B @ Ci), each B @ Ci being regarded in JW with the 
following structures: 
b’-(bOc) = b’b@c for b,b’EB, CEC, 
(4.6) 
p(b 0 c) = C b(o) 0 c(1) 0 b~ljc~Zj for b E B, c E C. 
Proof. Let 5 be the bijection B @ C --f B 0 C given by <(b 0 c) = 1 bco, 0 b(,,c. 
Define S’ to be the object in sMc which is B 0 C as a k-module and for which 5 is an 
isomorphism 9’ + 9’ in &fC. From (4.1) it is seen easily that the structure maps for 
9’ are just (4.6). 
By Proposition 4.1, # Op( Ccop, ByP s Endi! (9) z Endi! (9’), and the corollary 
follows now as in Corollary 4.3. 0 
Example 4.6. We continue with the situation in Example 4.4. By Proposition 2.6, 
Example 2.7, and Corollary 4.5, 
where Tij = Homic(R @ kxj, R @ kxi). AS in Example 4.4, we can identify R Q kXi 
with another object, and it turns out to be the xi-suspension R(Xi) [12, p. 6111. 
Furthermore, Tij is easily identified with R(xi)xj [12]; note that this reverses the order 
of products. Hence Corollary 4.5 generalizes the isomorphism (R# A)OP &’ 
T = (R(xi)xJi,j=l,._,, a in Cl2, 2.141. 
Example 4.7. In the situation of Example 2.8, Proposition 4.1 implies Lemma 1.1 of 
[ 11. The module U in [l] is isomorphic to B g 8’ in RMkG, cf. Example 4.6. 
5. Crossed products - first approach 
Nastdsescu et al. derived an algebra isomorphism [12, 2.181 
(R # G) * L = M,L,(R # G/L), (5.1) 
where G is a finite group, R is a G-graded ring, L is a subgroup of G, # is the smash 
product by a G-set as in [12] (see Example 2.6), * denotes the skew group ring, and 
M,(A) is the ring of n x n-matrices over A. We shall prove analogous results in the 
present setting, and, in particular, we shall generalize (5.1). 
For generality, we work with crossed products rather than smash products, as long 
as convenient. For preliminaries concerning crossed products we refer to [8,5]; the 
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latter assumes that the ground ring k is a field, but the results that we need remain 
valid over a commutative ring. 
We consider first a situation that does not directly generalize (5.1) but is partly 
opposite. This enables us to utilize some older results. 
Let H be a bialgebra and B a right H-comodule algebra. Set 
‘OH = (b EB) pB(b) = b @ l}, a subalgebra of B. Suppose that the map 
8”: B OBCOmB + B 0 H, defined by fi(b @ b’) = 1 bb;,, 0 b;,,, is bijective. Then also 
the map q : Hom(H, B) + EndBwm-(B), given by q(f)(b) = 2 b,,f(bc,,), is bijective by 
the proof of (iii) a(i) in [8, Theorem 91. But by (3.4) q is actually an algebra 
isomorphism 
ye : # “P(H, B) E Ends.Om-(B)“* 
(see also Example 2.3). 
(5.2) 
Such isomorphisms are known for other kinds of products, see [6,4.5; 10,1.7]. One 
can also regard the subsequent (5.3) and Theorems 5.1,5.4,6.2, and 6.4 as belonging to 
the same series of closely related results. 
Let now H be a Hopf algebra and B = A #,H a crossed product with invertible 
cocyle r~, an H-comodule algebra via pe = 10 A. By [S, 1.183 p is bijective (the proof 
goes through over a commutative ring). Hence 
q: #OP(H,A#,H) z EndA.l_(A#,H)“P, (5.3) 
where A # 1 is the subalgebra BcoH = A @ kl s A #OH. The same result appeared in 
[9, 4.11 over a field. 
Note that BcoH z A, since the map A -+ A#,H has a left inverse 1 0 E. 
Isomorphism (5.3) is our starting point, and we are aiming at a generalization 
of (5.1). The first step is to replace one H by a quotient object. Assume that K c H 
is a left coideal subalgebra, i.e., a subalgebra such that A(K) is contained in the 
image of H @ K in H 0 H. Let K+ = KnKer(s). Then the coalgebra structure 
maps A, E induce well-defined maps on H/K + H, making it into a coalgebra. In fact, 
it is a right H-module coalgebra. We have the natural algebra embedding, viewed 
here as inclusion, 
#“P(H/K+H,A#,H) c #OP(H,A#,H). 
On the other hand, when we denote by A #,K the image of A Q K in A #,H, 
a subalgebra, then 
EndAmK&l#OH)OP E EndA.l_(A#,H)“P. 
The map q is an isomorphism between the right-hand sides of the inclusions, and we 
show now that its restriction gives an isomorphism between the left-hand sides. 
Let fe # OP(H,A #,H). Then from the definition of q and the fact that pB = 
l@A:A#,H -+A#,H@Hisanalgebramap, wegetforalla#h, b#xeA#,H, 
vl(f)((b#4(~#4) = C(b#x,,,)(a#h(,,)f(x,z,h,,,), 
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and, of course, 
(b#x)r(f)(a#h) = C(b#x)(a#h~,,)f(h~,,). 
Assume first that f~ #“P(H/K+H,A #,H), i.e., f(K+H) = 0. Taking x EK we may 
assume above that xcz) E K, and write f(x&& = ~(x~~))f(h&; so we see that q(f) is 
left A #,K-linear. Conversely, let q(f) E End,,&A #,HyP. Then, letting above 
a=b=l,wegetforallx~K,h~H, 
where y : H + A #,H is defined by y(h) = 1 # h. Since cr is convolution invertible, then 
so is y by [S] (actually we only need the left inverse of y [3]); this result is valid over 
a commutative ring. It follows that f(xh) = s(x)f(h) for x E K, h EH, that is, 
f(K+H) = 0. We have proved: 
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A#,H a crossed product with invertible o. 
For any left coideal subalgebra K of H there is an algebra isomorphism 
#OP(H/K+H, A#,H) g EndA#,K-(A#OH)OP. 
Corollary 5.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra, A a left H-module algebra, and K a left coideal 
subalgebra of H. If H as a left K-module is free ofjnite rank n, then there is an algebra 
isomorphism 
Proof. Now H = KX s K Q X for some k-submodule X E H, free of rank n. So 
A # H = A # (KX) z (A # K) 0 X, and this is an A # K-module isomorphism. Hence 
EndAsK_(A# H) = End,,,_((A#K) 0 X) z M,(A#K) 
and the claim follows from 5.1. 0 
We did not keep (r general in Corollary 5.2, because the map A #0H E (A #,,K) @ X 
had to be an A #,K-module map. We used the simple, sufficient condition cr = 1 to 
guarantee this. 
Corollary 5.2 is related to (5.1). But to obtain a generalization of (5.1), we need to 
replace Theorem 5.1 by a slightly different result. To this end, we use the following 
lemma. Another version of it already appeared in [9], but we sketch a proof in the 
present, more general situation. Note that if we assumed that H has a bijective 
antipode, then the lemma would follow from [4, Proposition 8; 8, Proposition 8; 8, 
Theorem 111. 
Lemma 5.3. Let A#,H be a crossed product with H an anti-Hopf algebra and the 
cocyle c invertible. Then there is another crossed product AoP #, Hop with z invertible and 
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an isomorphism A#, H % (AoP #, Hop)op of right H-comodule algebras, Zf K is a left 
coideal of H, then the isomorphism respects the image of A Q K in A @ H. 
Proof. Now B = A #,,H is a right H-comodule algebra with ps = 10 A, and P’ is 
a right Hop-comodule algebra with the same map pBoP = us. The map 4 : H + B, 
defined by 
4(h) = C o- ‘(h,,,, S(h,,,)) # 43) 
is a right Hop-comodule map; here 0-l is the convolution inverse of (T in 
Hom(H @ H, A). The reader may check that the map d- E Hom(H,B) given by 
4-(h) = 1 #S(h) is a twist-convolution inverse of 4, i.e., an inverse with respect o the 
x -product introduced in [8, p. 8021. That 4 x 4- = 1 is easy. To prove $- x 4 = 1, 
one needs the identity 
1 (Ww) - 0 - ‘(h(z), W+l,)M~(h,,,), h,,,) = Qh) 1; 
it is analogous to [S, (1.13)] (and in fact equivalent when Sis bijective) and is proved 
almost similarly. 
But then 4- is the convolution inverse of 4. in Hom(HoP,Bop). Hence BoP is cleft 
[S, p. 8063 over Hop. The invariant space {b EB”~ 1 p(b) = b @ l} is just 
A# 1 E A #,,H, and it can be identified with AoP as an algebra. By [S, Theorem 111 
there is an algebra isomorphism F : AoP #, Hop + B“P for a suitable crossed product. 
By its expression [S], F is a right Hop-comodule map, hence a right H-comodule 
map. This implies that F (and its inverse) respects the image of any A 0 K, K a left 
coideal. Finally, from the expression of the cocyle z [S], it follows that z is invert- 
ible. 0 
Example 2.4, Theorem 5.1, and Lemma 5.3 now imply: 
Theorem 5.4. Let H be an anti-Hopf algebra and A#,,H a crossed product with 
invertible IS. For any left coideal subalgebra K of H there is an algebra isomorphism 
#(H/HK+,A#,H) E End-AXoK(A#OH). 
The following corollary can also be deduced from Corollary 5.2, using Lemma 5.3. 
Corollary 5.5. Let H be an anti-Hopf algebra, A a left H-module algebra, and K a left 
coideal subalgebra of H. Zf H as a right K-module is free offinite rank n, then there is an 
algebra isomorphism 
#(H/HK+,A#H) z M,(A#K). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.4 just as Corollary 5.2 followed from Theorem 
5.1, except for one additional difficulty: it is not immediately clear that A #H as a right 
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A #K-module is free if H as a right K-module is free. However, Lemma 5.3 enables us 
to translate this question to left modules. 0 
Example 5.6. We show here that Corollary 5.5 contains (5.1). We sketch the situation 
only briefly - checking the details is straightforward (note that the different usage of 
the symbol # in [12] and in this paper is a possible source of confusion). 
Let R be a G-graded ring, G a finite group, L a subgroup, and k = E - 1, as in 
Example 2.7. Let B = R# G in the notation of [12], and set H = (kG)*. Then 
B g R # H, the usual smash product, now g #(H*, R); see Examples 2.7 and 2.4. 
(Note the inconsistency in the notations: R# G E R #(kG)*.) Let K = (k(G/L))*, 
embedded in (kG)* = H in the natural way; then K is a subalgebra. 
In this setting, the left-hand side of (5.1) can be identified with #(H/HK+,R# H), 
R # G/L in (5.1) can be identified with R # K, and, finally, H is free of rank ILJ as a right 
K-module. So Corollary 5.5 implies (5.1). 
6. Crossed products - second approach 
Isomorphism (5.1) (or [12, 2.181) should be compared with [12, 2.201 that states 
R # G/L z A4,(R’L’), (6.1) 
where R is a crossed product over the group G (hence a G-graded ring), L is 
a subgroup of G of finite index n, and R (‘) = egeL R,. These two results look quite 
different, but when interpreted in the more general setting of this paper, they are very 
much alike: 
Example 6.1. Let R, G, L, and n be as above, and k = Z - lR. The fact that R is 
a crossed product means, in terms of Hopf algebras, that R = A#,H where H = kG 
and 0 is an invertible cocyle. Set K = kL. Then K is a (left) coideal subalgebra nd 
H/HK+ z k(G/L). Since G/L is finite, the algebra R# G/L of [12] is isomorphic to 
#(H/HK+,R), see Example 2.7. Also, RcL) is just the subspace A 0 K of A #,H, 
denoted here by A#,K. Hence (6.1) can be written as 
#(H/HK+,A#,H) = M,(A#,K). (6.2) 
When we deduced Corollary 5.5 from Theorem 5.4 (or Corollary 5.2 from Theorem 
5.1) we restricted ourselves to the case r~ = 1. But suppose that we had been able to 
maintain a general (invertible) g, thus obtaining (6.2). Then this one result would have 
contained both (5.1) and (6.1). 
In this section we take another approach. We follow the idea in the proof of 
[12,2.20], and we derive (6.2) hence generalizing (6.1). Unfortunately, we have to make 
some additional assumptions, and therefore the result will not include Corollary 5.5, 
not even (5.1). It remains an open question, under how general conditions (6.2) is true. 
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Before going to the treatment of (6.2) we consider the analogous case for the 
opposite smash product. 
We fix smash data (BH ,&) with H a Hopf algebra, and we assume that we are given 
a left H-module coalgebra map rr : H + C. We view (BH, (Ccophr) as opposite smash 
data as in Example 2.5 and #OP(CcOp, B) is the corresponding algebra. 
Clearly B ~~~ when B acts on itself by multiplication and the coaction is 
(10 71)~~: B + B 0 C. We denote Bcoc = (b EBI (10 rc)pB(b) = b 0 n(l)}; this is 
a subalgebra of B. In the following theorem C @ BcoC is a left Bcoc-module with 
respect o the action b' .(c @ b) = c @ b’b. 
Theorem 6.2. Let (BH, H C) be smash data where H is a Hopf algebra and C isflat over k. 
Let 7~: H + C be a left H-module coalgebra map, and let B EMMY, Bcoc G B, and 
C 0 Bcoc E~‘“cM as above. Assume that there is p E Hom(C, B) that is right C-colinear 
and twist-convolution invertible. Then 
# OP(CcOp, B) z EndscOc- (C @ Bcoc)op 
as algebras. 
Proof. Denote by 9 the object in BMc whose underlying k-module is C 0 B and 
whose B- and C-structures come entirely from the tensorand B E~P. We find first 
Endi!( Consider the following diagram: 




End;! (9) 2. EndBcOc- (C @ Bcoc) 
The map j is defined by j( f)(c 0 b) = b - f(c 0 l), and Im j consists of all the elements 
f~ Ends_(C @ B) such that f(C @ 1) E C @ Bcoc; note that C 0 Bcoc c C 8 B since 
C is flat. Clearly j is injective. We show now that the diagram can be completed with 
the isomorphism on the bottom row to make it commutative. 
When we define on Z?@C=COB@C a left B-action by b’.(c’@b@c)= 
cc’ @ blO,b 0 b;,,c, then the comodule structure map p9 = 1 0 (1 0 rc)pB:9 + 
d @ C is left B-linear. Let now fe EndB_ (9). Then for any c E C, b E B, 
and 
pmf(c 0 b) = b-(p,f(c 0 1)) = b-((l 0 (10 hJf(c 0 1)) 
(j-o l)p,(c 0 b) = b-((j-Q3 l)p& 0 1)) = b-U-@ 0 1) 0 41)). 
Hence f~ Endi! (9) if and only if 
(10(10x)pB)~(c01)=f(c@1)07c(1) forallcec. 
Since C is k-flat, this holds if and only if f(C @ 1) c C @ Bcoc, i.e., if and only if 
f~ Im j. Thus the diagram can be completed as asserted. 
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Since the other maps in the diagram are algebra maps, we have that 
Endi?@?) r EndB..=-(C @ Bcoc) 
as algebras. On the other hand, by Proposition 4.1, 
# ‘P( CcOP, B) z Endi! (Y)op . 
Hence the theorem follows when we show that 9 z 9 in BMC. 
Let 9’ E ,J14C be the object introduced in the proof of Corollary 4.5, with structure 
maps (4.6). Then B E 8’. Define cp :8’ + 2? by cp(b 0 c) = 1 co) 0 @(ccz,). This map 
is bijective, since p is twist-convolution invertible. Clearly cp is left B-linear, and from 
the C-colinearity of p it follows easily that cp is right C-colinear. We conclude that 
9 z 8’ z A?!, which completes the proof. 0 
Recall that, when we are given a coalgebra map rc : H + C, then H is in Mc and ‘M 
in the natural way. 
Corollary 6.3. Let the situation be as in Theorem 6.2, except that we do not assume the 
existence of ,u. Instead, assume that B is anti-cleft and that there is a right C-colinear 
map u: C + H with 711~ = 1. Then the isomorphism in the theorem holds true. If C isfree 
ofjnite rank n over k, then 
# Op(CcOp, B) z Mn(BCoC). 
Proof. Since B is anti-cleft [S], we have a twist-convolution invertible 4 : H + B, r$ in 
MH. It is an easy exercise to show that p = 4~ : C + B satisfies the assumptions in the 
theorem. 
Let now C have basis {cr, . . . , c,}. Then C @ BCoc r @I= 1 ci 0 Bcoc. We get an 
algebra isomorphism 
I(/:M,,(BCoC) +Endpc-(&ci@B”C)P 
by defining the image of a matrix M = (mij), mij E Bcoc, by 
$(M) Cci@bi =CciQbjmji. 0 
(i 1 Li 
To obtain (6.2), we need to show that #(C, B) is isomorphic to a suitable matrix 
algebra. Indeed, under the assumptions of Corollary 6.3 we get 
#(C, B) r #op(Ccop,B) z Mn(BCoC) 
if in addition Sz = 1, see Proposition 2.6. 
But the result can also be proved with slightly different assumptions by modifying 
the above process in the following way. 
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Let (P, &) and rc : H + C be as above. Write briefly D = Ccop, and let # Op(D, B) be 
the opposite smash product in Example 2.5. In the following theorem BCoC is as above 
and C @ PC is a right PC -module in the natural way. Furthermore, B is viewed in 
Mi with the coaction (10 nS)p,: B + B 0 H. 
Theorem 6.4. Let (Bn , nC) be smash data. Assume that H is a Hopf algebra and C isflat 
over k. Let zn: H + C be a left H-module coalgebra map, and let D = Ccop, B EM:, 
Bcoc E B, and C @ Bcoc EM BcOc as above. Assume that there is v: D + B that is right 
D-colinear and convolution invertible in Hom(D, B). Then 
#(C, B) E End_,..=(C 0 Bcoc) 
as algebras. 
Proof. Set BCoD = {b E B I(1 @ nnS)p, = b @ z(l)}. Then actually Bcoc = BCoD. Name- 
ly, BCoc = Kerf and BcoD = Ker g for the obvious maps f, g: B --f B 0 C, and 
f = - tg where 5: is the bijection B @ C --f B 0 C, c(b 0 c) = C bco, 0 b(+. 
So we may prove 
#(C, B) E’ End_B..D(C 0 BcoD). 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.2 and is left to the reader. Instead of 9 use 
A?’ EM; whose underlying k-module is C @ B and whose B- and D-structures come 
from the tensorand B EM:. Show that End:;@‘) z End_,..D(C 0 BcoD). Then show 
that the map $ : 9 + Li?‘, given by $(b @ c) = C q2) 0 v(c&b, is an isomorphism in 
MD B. 0 
Corollary 6.5. Let the situation be as in Theorem 6.4, except that we do not assume the 
existence of v. Instead, assume that the antipode of H is bijective, that B is cleft, and that 
there is a left C-colinear map K: C -+ H with ztc = 1. Then the isomorphism in the 
theorem holds true. If C is free ofjnite rank n over k, then 
#(C, B) E Mn(BCoC). 
Proof. We show that a map v as in Theorem 6.4 exists. Since B is cleft [8], we have 
a convolution invertible 4 : H + B, I$ in Mn. Let v = @c : D = Ccop + B. Then v is in 
MD and has 4-l% as a convolution inverse in Hom(D, B). 
The last assertion follows almost as in Corollary 6.3. 0 
Finally, from the corollary we extract a result containing (6.2). If S2 = 1, then we 
could use Corollary 6.3 instead of Corollary 6.5. 
Corollary 6.6. Let A #,H be a crossed product where H is a Hopf algebra with 
a bijective antipode and the cocyle o is invertible. Let K be a left coideal subalgebra of 
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H and rc:H-+C=HIHK+ the natural map. Assume that there is a coalgebra 
map IC: C + H such that TX = 1 and K(C)K = H. If C is free ofjnite rank n over k, 
then 
#(H/HK+,A#,H) rM,(A#,K). 
Proof. By [4], B = A #,H is cleft. Clearly K is also left C-colinear. We only have to 
show that Bcoc = A @ K (or, more precisely, the image of A 0 K in A 0 H). 
Since for any x E K, n(x) = s(x)n(l), and hence (10 rr)d(x) = x @ rc(l), we have 
A 0 K c Bcoc. 
Let now b EIF’~ and write b = Cai Q X(ci)Xi where ai E A, Xi E K, ci EC. The 
condition (18 0 n)(l @ d)(b) = b 0 rc(1) becomes 
x4 0 K(Ci,(l))Xi 0 Ci,(Z) = Cai 0 K(Ci)Xi 0 n(l). 
Denote g = UC(~). It is a group-like element of H and has the inverse g-l = S(g). 
Applying the map a @ h @ c ++a 0 S(K(c))h to the above equation, we get 
Cai @ E(Ci)Xi = Cai @ gPIK(ci)Xi, which implies b = Cai @ E(ci)gXi E A @ gK. 
Hence A @ K c_ Bcoc G A @ gK. The same argument with A = k gives K E HCoc 
c gK. Now g E HCoC since (1 0 r+(g) = g 0 rc(g) = g @ n(1). Hence gK c Hcoc. 
Then g2K E gHcoC = HcoC E gK, and this gives gK E K. So K = gK. The claim 
follows. 0 
Example 6.7. Consider again the situation in Example 6.1. The assumptions of 
Corollary 6.6 are satisfied and so it implies (6.1), or [12,2.20]. Alternatively, (6.1) could 
be deduced from Corollary 6.3, too, since now S2 = 1. 
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